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The KAISER - EFFECT and its Scientific Background
Hans Maria Tensi

Preface
This paper is given on the occasion of honouring Joseph Kaiser with a festival event at the
‘26th European Conference on Acoustic Emission Testing’ in Berlin, Sept. 2004 and the granting
of a commemorative plaque to the Technical University Munich (TUM), the birthplace of the
AE-technology, by the ‘Acoustic Emission Working Group’, USA.

Outline of this Paper
With this presentation three goals shall be achieved:
- Firstly important facts from the works of Joseph Kaiser will be presented, which lead to
the discovery of the "KAISER-EFFECT". I also want to emphasise the severe technical
and organisational problems in Germany during 1945 - 1950.
- Secondly I want to define exactly the phenomenon of the "KAISER-EFFECT". This
effect has already been studied in the sixties and seventies of the last century and I shall
refer to experimental results from that time.
- Thirdly I will describe the solid-state background of the acoustic sound emission (ASE)
during mechanical load of metals and alloys. Additionally this analysis is correlated with
other sources of an ASE. Results of newer research are mostly presented schematically.
This paper is not intended to be a summary and aggregation of the literature from this area. The
few references are fundamental research papers directly covering this topic.

1

Work of Joseph Kaiser

Directly after world war II in 1945 Dipl.-Ing.(Univ.) Joseph Kaiser visited the chair of the
mechanics, Prof. Dr.phil. Ludwig Föppl. He asked him, whether he could do research on the
sounds which metals issue upon mechanical stress.
The so-called "tin-clamour" had already been known in the middle ages. Tin-casters had
manually cambered used tin plates and listened to the "clamour". Thus they could estimate the
material quality of those plates given to them for melting. The sound revealed whether the plate
contained many impurities, for example, like Pb and Zn - disallowed even then - which would
reduce the brilliance of the new castings.
In 1945 two points made the project very questionable: could the technical effort for the
measurements be done in post-war Germany and are there at all other technical interesting
metals who would issue sounds? One has to imagine the situation at that time: Munich and the
Technical University in its centre were destroyed to about 80%. Figure 1 gives an impression of
the TUM in 1945. Of course the circumstances for such an innovative research were pretty bad!
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Figure 1:
Technical University of Munich (TUM) destroyed after the World War II in the time of
1945/46: The ‘Auditorium Maximum’, behind institutes and laboratories; in front of all one
of the famous two ‘Rosselenker’ (leader of a horse). Quelle: Münchener Stadtmuseum,
Archiv für Fotographien

Figure 2:
Cover page of Kaiser’s doctoral thesis from February 15th 1950; library of the
Technische Hochschule München ‘Diss.10/1320'
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Figure 3:
Photography of the first experimental set-up to
measure the Acoustic Sound Emission (ASE) with
pendulum tensile machine, amplifier and
oscilloscope from 1949; J. Kaiser ‘Diss.10/1320'
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Figure 4:
Experimental set-up of tensile probe’s clamping with
the piezo-microphone in the tensile machine; J. Kaiser
‘Diss.10/1320'

Nevertheless Föppl had a fundamental scientific interest in researching the backgrounds of
technical materials' behaviour under mechanical stress. Such research had been done world-wide
at that time. Only little was known on the processes in the crystal lattice upon deformation.
Hence Prof. Föppl gave his approval and Kaiser could start with his work. First we ought to pay
attention to Kaiser’s doctoral thesis, which was finished in early 1950. Figure 2 shows the cover
of this work.
At first Kaiser had to build his devices from fragments of obsolete military equipment. He built
piezo-crystal microphones from quartz- and seignette-crystals, all electronic devices (e.g. a DCamplifier with a maximum amplification of 106) and as displays for the acoustic signals an
oscilloscope with an old Braun tube.
About in 1947 his first experimental setup was completed (Figure 3). This setup was continually
improved (especially when better-suited parts had been available). The figure shows an old
pendulum tensile testing device, which could only be manually operated because of the
background noise. The specimen had the tightly fitted microphone at its top (figure 4), the
signals were transferred via a pre-amplifier (VV) and a main-amplifier (HV) to the oscilloscope.
There was a hard and nearly unsolvable problem remaining: how to record and sample the
signals permanently? The institute had a cine camera with a continuous film transport (with max.
30m/s). When switching off the time sweep in the oscilloscope, this could serve as a signal
sampling and registration device in principle.
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Unfortunately the camera could only record for
about 30 seconds which was too little in
comparison to the length of a tensile test. Also
because of the infernal noise produced by the
camera, such registration was out of the
question.
At least Kaiser could use this signal registration
method for checking his self-designed piezomicrophones. To give an impression of the
effort and hardship of analysing the registered
high-frequency signals, at that time all
photographs from signals shown in the Braun
tube had to be analysed by a measuring stick!
Finally a 16mm-cine camera acted as a
sufficient makeshift to record the ASE of
complete tensile tests. Its mechanical transport
mechanism did not produce loud noises. The
oscilloscopes time sweep was activated during
the experiments.
Figure 5 shows the example of a successful
experiment. Kaiser told that typically many
experiments had to be done until all
components of the setup were simultaneously
(!) working correctly: When testing the
specimen from soft carbon steel, the loadelongation-function shows the linear Hook area
and at its end a distinctive yield strength. After
that there is a monotonous increase in load with
discontinuities of the 'Portevin-le-Chateliereffect’ (also 'strain-induced aging').
For some selected points of this function we
show how each is represented in three pictures
of the camera, recording the display of the
Braun tube. This means the sampling is done
within a time period of 3 x 1/25s approximating
a point in time.
Those pictures were analysed for 'jumps’,
'amplitude’ and 'frequency’ of the signals with a
measuring stick.
The result of this tedious analysis is shown in
figure 6 (all evaluated characteristics were
plotted against the load or the fictitious stress):
The amplitude function shows an oscillation
with three maxima, the frequency (in Hz) only
has a maximum at about 7500kN. The position
of the highest frequency matches the position of
the distinctive yield strength.

Figure 5:
Stress-strain diagram of a tensile probe for soft carbon
steel with triple photographs of the screen of the
oscilloscope (with time sweep), assigned to points of
the stress-strain function; J. Kaiser ‘Diss.10/1320'
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Unfortunately due to
the significant size
reduction of the
original picture, this
cannot be satisfactorily
recognised here.
Another problem were
the low resonance
frequencies of the
microphones, which
were even decreased
by the mechanical
fitting to the specimen!
Hence eight years later
a qualification of the
ASE was done by a
comparative energy
measurement (where
the acoustic energy is
assumed to be
proportional to
frequency x amplitude).

Figure 6:
Analysis of Figure 5; J. Kaiser ‘Diss.10/1320'

In his dissertation
Kaiser examined
different metals and
alloys and even organic
materials, like wood.
The most important
consequence of
Kaiser's dissertation
can be found on page
27, line 7 to 10. Here
he describes the effect
when a specimen
having been loaded to
500kN before was
loaded again over this
previous maximum
load. The original
words from Kaiser:
Figure 7:
The effect to determine the previous load on a probe by measuring the ASE,
first described in Dr. Joseph Kaiser’s doctoral thesis 1950; J. Kaiser’s Patent
‘Nr. 852 771 - Kl.42 k Gr.3401'
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»Bei einer nun folgenden Wiederbelastung traten nur vereinzelt Sprünge auf, bis die
ursprüngliche Belastung von 50kg wieder erreicht war und sofort war die Wirkung der
Effekte in ihrer ursprünglichen Heftigkeit wieder zu erkennen.«1
And in the summary of his dissertation on page 37, second paragraph,
line 1 to 4:
»Ein wichtiges Ergebnis der angewandten Versuchsmethode ist die Tatsache, daß
nachträglich, ohne den Prüfling zu zerstören, sich Aussagen machen lassen über die Höhe
der höchsten Belastung, die das Material bereits ausgehalten hat. Also die Kenntnis der
Beanspruchung, die auf dem Material war und nicht nur augenblicklich ist.«2
Those statements were the basis of the great success of his ASE-measurements in the area of
non-destructive material tests and are the core of the 'KAISER-EFFECT’. For that reason Dr.
Joseph Kaiser got a patent on his method for registering the ASE upon mechanical loading of
materials, Patent Nr. 852 771 -Kl.42 k Gr.34 01".
Figure 7 (taken from this patent) describes, how the absence of ASE was exemplified by a tensile
test, done by Kaiser.
During the very few days of the formal
hand-over (in 1957), caused by his severe
illness, Dr. Kaiser told me about a
spectacular success of his method: In the
United States a big pressure tank had burst
although the manometer had shown that the
specified maximum load had not by far
been reached. Kaiser took tensile specimens from different areas of the burst wall
of the pressure tank. Apparently he took
enough specimens and also at the relevant
positions to do a stringent analysis. By his
ASE-analyses of these specimens he could
prove that indeed the tank wall had not
been overstrained at any time. But the
specimens from the support area were
definitely overstrained! The tank had
unnecessarily been welded to the support
construction which could later be verified.
The strain peaks - originating from
welding - were the cause of the
catastrophe!
Dr. Joseph Kaiser passed away in March
1958.

1

Figure 8:
Dr. Joseph Kaiser giving a lecture at the Technical
University of Munich (TUM), Institut für Metallurgie und
Metallkunde, about Acoustic Sound Emission during tensile
testing; about 1955; private photos of the institute (R. Meier)

»By a new reloading [of the tensile specimen] only few jumps occurred [in the photograph of the Braun
valve] until the loading reached the former highest level of 50kg and immediately the impact of the effects
[acoustic sound emission ASE] could be observed with the former vehemence.«
2
»One important result of this developed testing method is the fact that the ex-post statements can be
made about the maximum of load, which the material has endured before, without destroying the probe.
Also the knowledge of the stress, that had laid on the material and not the stress, which exists at the
moment.«
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2
ASE experiments with mechanical loading of metals and
introduction of the term 'KAISER EFFECT'

stress

ASE intensity

When in 1957 I was offered to do further research on those - at that time - unusual effects I did
some changes in the equipment: First of all the old pendulum tensile test machine was replaced
by a hydraulic machine with a big oil accumulator tank. Via a special designed valve system, the
oil pressure could be applied to a floating working piston, such that its stroke remained constant
for different velocities and for loads up to 10kN along the elongations to be expected. Of course
during the experiments the pumps were switched off.

elongation
Figure 9:
Stress-strain diagram and ASE-strain diagram of a soft-annealed steel
probe with 0,15 wght% carbon; H. M. Tensi’s doctoral thesis 1960

ASE intensity

stress

previously applied
maximum elongation

Z

elongation
elongation after first
load application

Figure 10:
The KAISER EFFECT, schematic from Figure 9; H. M.
Tensi’s doctoral thesis 1960

Since there were many specimens
made of different alloys and
different kinds of heat treatment
the clamping was changed to also
allow flat specimens. At first I
abandoned Kaiser's claim of
gathering a lot of experimental
parameters (like graphical
sampling of jumps, frequency and
amplitude) and simply measured
the ASE with an electronic counter
for frequency and amplitude.
All tensile tests revealed similar
diagrams as can be seen in figure 9
for a soft-annealed steel specimen
with 0.15%C, which had been
grinded extremely scale-free. In
close conformance to Kaiser, the
ASE maximum is in the elongation
area of the distinctive yield
strength.
The little ASE in the Hook area is
rather to be explained by faults in
the experimental process (like
imprecise clamping, the floating
working piston or some deformed
specimen). After passing the
distinctive yield strength, the ASE
falls exponentially in the area of
strain-hardening and a potential
'Portevin-le-Chatelier-effect’, with
following reduction of the cross
sectional area. Finally there is an
extreme peak in the ASE at the
fracture point which comes mostly
from the machine.
Figure 10 shows schematically the
ASE and the stress as functions
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against the elongation for a tensile test specimen, which has already been loaded up to point “Z”.
Clearly the sudden ASE increasing upon passing the previous load can be recognised.

ASE intensity

stress

ASE intensity

With those kinds of diagrams (also of specimens with multiple step-like loads) since about 1961
I established the so-called KAISER-EFFECT and propagated it in publications and lectures on
international conferences to honour Kaiser's pioneering work, with the support of my doctoral
advisor, Prof. Dr. Heinz Borchers.

stress

elongation

area of KAISER EFFECT

area of KAISER EFFECT

a)

b)

Figure 11a and b:
Areas in the scales of stress and of elongation for using the KAISER EFFECT

For illustration, figure 11a and b show the areas to use the KAISER-EFFECT as shaded for
functions plotted against loading or elongation.

3

Reasons for ASE during mechanical loading of metals

3.1

Dislocation reactions and 'up-hill-diffusion’

To understand the background of ASE different metals and alloys with different kinds of heat
treatment were analysed with tensile tests. The at that time confirmed knowledge had been that
the ASE intensity has its maximum for an occurrence of a distinctive yield strength, i.e., during
the extremely inhomogeneous plastic deformation.
Hence different materials with different heat treatment and significant differences in the yield
strength formation were compared with respect to their ASE (figures 12a to d). As one can
clearly recognise, the maximum of the ASE in width and height decreases with the decrease of
the yield strength elongation: from carbon steel (figure 12a) over differently heat treated
aluminium alloys (figures 12b and c) to pure aluminium (figure 12d). Pure aluminium has - after
being high-temperature-annealed with abrupt quenching - not only the least strength but high
ductility, but also the least ASE.
Those and other metallurgic research revealed that the ASE is strongly influenced by
inhomogeneous slip of the so-called slip dislocation. Dislocations are considered to be the only
medium for plastic deformation in metallic crystals.
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ASE

stress

a) carbon steel

ASE

stress

b) aluminum alloy
- aged

stress

d) pure aluminum
- annealed and
quenched

ASE

ASE

stress

c) aluminum alloy
- soft annealed

elongation

Figure 12a - d:
Differences in yield strength elongation and ASE of
different materials and heat treatments to show the
connection of yield strength and ASE; H. M.Tensi’s
doctoral thesis 1960
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This can be illustrated with a simplified model
(see figures 13a and b): When applying a force
the dislocations slip on so-called slip planes
within the crystal. They distort the crystallattice in their environment with fields of
pressure above, fields of tension below the
slip-plane. In figure 13a the dislocations slip
exactly for one lattice distance 'b' when a load
is applied. Homogeneously distributed
impurities will not disturb their movement.
Integrating those multiple dislocation
reactions, the material will deform very
steadily.
Now consider a heat treatment which allows a
so-called ‘up hill diffusion’ of the impurities.
They will diffuse to the lower side of the
dislocation, where there is a local field of
stress (figure 13b). The impurities are now
distributed inhomogeneously near the
dislocation. This causes a release of tension
and the dislocations are blocked in their
mobility. The local amount of shear stress
increases, until the blocked dislocation is torn
off of its so-called “Cottrell cloud” and it
jumps over several lattice distances (n x 'b').
This causes minuscule concussions in the
metal which combine to the ASE.
Those models were later confirmed by specific
solid-state analyses (e.g. with an electron
microscope).

a)

b)
Figure 13a and b:
Reaction of dislocation on a slip plane of a metal with impurity atoms
a) the impurity atoms are distributed homogeneously; the dislocations are not blocked
b) the impurity atoms create clusters at the dislocations and block them; by increasing stress the
dislocation suddenly jumps out of the Cottrell cloud
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To reinforce that theory about the ASE, tensile
tests were done with the same material but with
differently distinctive yield strength elongation.
Those differences in the elongation for the yield
strength were produced by heat treatment with
materials with interstitial but also with
substitutional impurity atoms.
Flat tensile test specimens from a technical
AlMg3-alloy were at first heat-treated uniformly
such that all impurity atoms (also the Mg-atoms)
were homogeneously distributed within the
crystal. Then several groups of specimens were
differently heat-treated to produce different levels
of “up-hill-diffusion”.
As had been expected from the theory (see figure
14), with little deviation the ASE in specimens
with zero elongation of the yield strength and no
“up-hill-diffusion” (i.e. an ideal distribution of
impurity atoms) increased monotonously to the
specimens with the highest level of “up-hilldiffusion” (and blocked dislocation).

3.2
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Figure 14:
ASE in dependence of the length of the yield
strength elongation (or the increasing ‘up-hill
diffusion’) showing the influence on the ASE by
blocked dislocations. H. M.Tensi’s doctoral thesis
1960

Stress ASE caused by other events in materials and constructions

In practice there are very seldom those simple materials we had during research where the theory
can be applied without modification.
When you want to apply the ASE measurement, it is important to know the history of the
material: its production as well as all its treatment when constructing the final technical product.
Also one has to consider all imaginable stress conditions of the part in operation e.g. corrosion
with or without mechanical load.
Besides the dislocation reactions described above, figures 15a and b sketch some also important
microstructure properties, which affect the triggering of the ASE.
At position 1 there is a so-called micro-cavity (note that there are no macro-cavities, since we
assume that the material is fault-free in a technical sense). The micro-cavity is caused by the
solidification and normally cannot be prevented. Even when the casting material is postprocessed by heat and/or mechanical treatment, removal of the micro-cavities is impossible
without leaving other faults.
Such cavities are characterised by extremely sharp notches. Already for a very small mechanical
load the local stress accumulates near this notch because of the so-called 'notch-stress’ (after H.
Neuber). Dislocation processes (as described above) start very early in those areas, even when
the part is still for most of its volume in its elastic deformation phase (where the Hook law
applies).
Additionally those notches tear open and the surface of cavity gets larger (figure 15b). When the
load of the part (or specimen) vanishes, those exposed surface fold up. When a reload is applied
those planes are separated again. This causes rubbing noises with additional ASE, even though
the previous load has not yet been exceeded.
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without any external tensile load
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2

2
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4

a)

b)

load

Figure 15a and b:
Metallurgical irregularities in the structure of technical materials contributing to the ASE
1: micro-cavities; 2: internal cracks and fissures; 3: inclusions e.g. metallic and non-metallic
phases; 4: external cracks
a) without external load; b) with load applied

This example makes clear what kind of sources the ASE has: normal dislocation reactions,
reinforced dislocation reactions caused by the 'notch-stress’ and repeated tearing open of notches
followed by folding up of the cavity flanks: the KAISER-EFFECT blurs for reloading.
At position 2 in figure 15a and b there is an internal crack: It can be so minuscule that it is
invisible even for ultrasonic. But it will cause the same effects causing ASE as the cavity.
At position 3 in figure 15a and b there is an inter-metallic phase having a needle or plate shape
from its formation or from hot rolling. Inter-metallic phases (IP) typically have no ductility, this
causes their extreme brittleness. They are mechanically comparable to a crack in the grid (see
above).
Additionally they have a very weak connection to the interface of the lattice such that they
behave like a crack. All mechanisms of ASE triggering described above can be applied here. The
refractory IPs may break and cause cracks or additional sharp edges which multiply those
effects.
At position 4 there is an external crack. This may be caused by leaking dislocations (so called
extrusions) often in combination with corrosion. This is the dangerous 'stress-corrosion’, where
crack graving is exponential. The tensile test for such a specimen also shows only a blurred step
in the ASE-function and thus only an indistinct KAISER-EFFECT.
A simplistic interpretation of the KAISER-EFFECT is not appropriate here, because when you
ignore the stress-corrosion before you would expect a distinctive KAISER-EFFECT. Hence
whenever you find this behaviour of ASE it may be an indication of stress-corrosion!
The theory presented above has been proven correct in many situations from practice.

4

Summary

In this paper the cornerstones of the work of Dr. Joseph Kaiser were described as far as
necessary to understand the KAISER-EFFECT.
I have mostly reverted to original presentations of Kaiser. This should also emphasise the nearly
unimaginably hard circumstances of his research in post-war Germany.
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Newer measurements have revealed dislocation reactions as the cause of the ASE and proposed
the term 'KAISER-EFFECT' to honour his pioneering work.
Additionally fundamental and other sources of ASE have been described which can be found in
real technical materials.
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